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BUILDING ON OUR

STRENGTHS
KEY TO FUTURE
PROGRESS

Message from
The Honourable Donville O. Inniss, J.P.
Minister of Industry, International Business,
Commerce and Small Business
Development

O

n behalf of the Ministry of Industry, International
Business, Commerce and Small Business
Development (MIICS) I am pleased to have
the opportunity once again to acknowledge
and commend the Barbados Manufacturers’
Association (BMA) for its efforts in promoting
manufacturing in Barbados over the past 50 years.
It is indeed a pleasure and privilege to be associated with this
year’s publication of the Barbados Manufacturer’s Exposition
(BMEX) Manufacturers’ Digest 2018, one of the key features of
the annual landmark trade exposition – BMEX. The publication
of this Manufacturers’ Digest iteration provides an opportunity
to reflect upon key achievements, critical constraints and the
ongoing challenges experienced in the sector over the past year.
The Digest also provides an opportunity to identify new
approaches, platforms and initiatives aimed at driving the sector
and the economy in the foreseeable future. This close examination
of the sector lays the foundation upon which policies, initiatives
and legislative instruments can be crafted to bring balance and
success to the manufacturing sector.
It has been well established internationally that ‘manufacturing
is the engine of growth and employment in all economies that
have achieved high gross domestic product (GDP) and low
rates of unemployment’. Manufacturing is known to contribute
significantly to the creation of jobs, innovation, productivity and
increased economic empowerment.
Additionally, the industrial sector directly and indirectly
generates key primary and secondary economic activities. This
reality was evidenced here in Barbados during the 1960s. Then,
our island’s pursuit of the ‘Industrialisation by Invitation’ strategy
transformed the economy from one that was solely dependent
on a single crop – “white gold”; to a more diversified and less

fiscally constrained economy.
During the following three-and-a-half decades preceding
global trade liberalisation, Barbados recognised amplified growth
and development as manufacturing emerged to be the sector
which was instrumental to the country’s economic development
and advancement. As a fillip to this period of progress, BMEX
was conceptualised. Today, this exposition remains one of the
region’s premier events, bringing together a wide cross-section of
manufacturers and buyers over a three day period. Truly, “Pride
and Industry” has been the unmistakable focus for Barbados.
As BMEX 2018 is celebrated, we must showcase the sector’s
achievements of the past year, which have created the impetus
for continued deepening of strategic alliances domestically,
regionally and internationally. Building on the vision of past and
present activists and lobbyists, fervent consideration will have to
be given to the evolving challenges facing the industry. Financing
remains one of the major hurdles constraining its development
and success.
As such, the Government remains committed to the growth
of the manufacturing sector and has provided comprehensive
and enabling mechanisms in the form of development financing
at interest rates well below commercial rates, as well as special
technical assistance programmes, which have proven to be
valuable resources.
Through the assistance furnished, Barbados can boast of a
Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (MSME) sector of over
10 000 entities, comprising manufacturers. MSME’s contribution
to Barbados’ gross domestic product (GDP), though not easily
quantifiable, cannot be ignored. Accordingly, every effort must
be made to encourage the sector’s continued development and
expansion.
I must commend the BMA for its continued thrust to spearhead
strategic support for manufacturers, undeterred by mounting
resource constraints. The Association’s much anticipated
public relations and outreach programmes, for instance, BMEX,
its Sampling Programme, the Eat Bajan Day, as well as the
forging of inter as well as intra sectoral partnerships; are but a
few staple customs on Barbados’ calendar. Even as I iterate
these accomplishments, much more remains to be done so that
Barbados can once again enjoy a glimmer of its past industrial
glory. Without any doubt, the BMA is poised to champion this
cause.
The time is upon us to build on our strengths and leverage
the complementarities within key productive growth sectors
and value chains. Our continued quest for market access and
economic growth should be a priority, as we avail ourselves of
the provisions and benefits that can be derived from various
trade agreements and partnerships that have been signed.
With single-mindedness, fervour and determination
Barbadians have the opportunity to grasp the rewards of shifting
our economy into a new gear to revisit and re-engineer the sector
in order to recapture the hard fought gains of post-Independence
Barbados.
MANUFACTURERS’ DIGEST MAY 2018
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A CELEBRATION
OF BARBADOS’

BEST

Message from President of the Barbados
Manufacturers’ Association, Robert Noel.

W

hile the benefits and successes of BMEX
are many, the single overarching goal of this
national event is to celebrate the innovation,
the creativity and the best that Barbadian
manufacturers have to offer. BMEX is a
catalyst for so many manufacturers, and
over the years it has delivered sound results. BMEX 2018 will
be no different as manufacturers right across the sector deliver
a sterling performance and host a first-class show we can all be
proud of.
One cannot deny that manufacturing and the country on
a whole have been navigating an unprecedented financial
landscape which has challenged us on every front. However,
despite these challenging times, I am truly proud of how all of us
as manufacturers have dug deep, remained steadfast and made
the bold statement that Manufacturing in Barbados is here to
stay.
The manufacturing sector is key to the development and
sustainability of any nation. The importance as it relates to the
supply of jobs, both directly and indirectly makes it part of the
backbone of any national economy. We only have to take a look
at some of the world’s larger nations which believed it was an
option to abandon manufacturing; and see the results of their
folly. They are basically crippled and left on their knees.
It may seem that as an association, we at the Barbados
Manufacturers Association (BMA) are constantly heralding the
need to support local manufacturing – and the reality is the cry is
not going away. Why you may ask? The answer is simple. Whose
families, businesses and economy do we support and maintain
when we flood our market with unnecessary foreign goods? We
recognise that we do not have the resources to supply everything
we need as a country, but when there is a viable local alternative
available on the market we at the BMA will continue to agitate

and lobby for local preference and support.
The quality of our products is internationally comparable, and
more and more manufacturers are working to ensure our prices
are competitive. As a nation we must come to the realization
that when we buy local, we secure our own jobs and our own
existence. Some have not yet made this connection and until
this shift is made we will continue to send the message that
local must come first each and every time it is available. BMEX is
definitely one national opportunity to support local manufacturing
and we want to thank all those loyal patrons who make the
annual pilgrimage to our manufacturing mecca.
The success for so many businesses over the years has been
significant and one of my greatest desires as President is to see
more businesses become export ready.
Annually, with the unyielding support of our strategic partners,
the Barbados Investment Development Corporation (BIDC),
we host a cadre of resourceful regional and international
buyers who are ready, willing and able to take our products
far beyond these shores. Again, BIDC as our partners stand
ready to assist manufacturing with the labeling and product
development standards that would facilitate this export process.
The infrastructure is in place, manufacturers are ready and as an
Association we are doing our part – through initiatives like BMEX
to support manufacturers and producers.
BMEX has something for everyone, whether you are looking
for ideas, building or renovating a home or commercial property;
shopping for fashion and accessories, new furniture or simply
looking to see what new food items will be on the market. It is a
melting pot of Barbadian products, talent and culture; we thank
you for being a part of our 2018 experience.
Robert Noel, President
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A Word From The Executive Director

‘BAJAN FUH REAL
CELEBRATION’
Message from Executive Director of the
Barbados Manufacturers’ Association,
Shardae Boyce.

T

he stage is set for BMEX 2018 and the one
word which resonates as we at the Barbados
Manufacturers’ Association host another flagship
expo is Celebration; a celebration of Bajan pride
and Bajan Spirit. We celebrate the ingenuity and
achievements of our designers, our furniture and
food manufacturers; our construction and spa industry; our
seasoned professionals as well as up-and-coming entrepreneurs.
We do not deny that as a sector we have gone through and
faced many challenges; however, with tenacity, the industry has
held its own; building capacity, investing in equipment, improving
its standards and developing its human resources.
What makes us proud is the fact that while many say
manufacturing is dying, in so many respects manufacturing
is rising from the ashes, it continues to thrive and make the
economic impact it has always done in our economy. BMEX
2018 is proof that far from dying the sector is being revived.
Through the injection of new talent, necessary financial resources,
trending technologies and above all an unquenchable desire to
survive; manufacturers are proving their worth.
As the island’s largest manufacturing and services expo, BMEX
has become the must-see exhibition for many Barbadians. It still
forms the greatest national platform to showcase the sector and
continues to deliver something for everyone.
Through BMEX we continue to debunk the myth that
foreign products are better than locally produced goods. The
craftsmanship, creativity and excellence that will be on display can
only serve to reinforce the quality of local manufacturing. What
particularly pleases me is the emergence of young entrepreneurs
who by leaps and bounds are breathing new life into the sector.
Meanwhile, mature manufacturers continue to establish best
practices and continue to build a strong and sturdy platform from
which the youth can launch. Through these synergies, we can

6
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see a clear way forward for the sector and it is encouraging.
Over the past few years one area of focus for the Association
and sector alike has been a concerted effort to improve the
standards; and our standards have been raised on many fronts.
Through agencies like the BIDC, manufacturers and producers
have been receiving assistance when it comes to labeling and
packaging, export readiness and generally lifting the overall
quality and profile of their products. We all know that an excellent
product packaged badly or in an unattractive manner will remain
on the shelf or will not secure shelf space in the marketplace.
The BIDC through its design department has been able to
assist a number of manufacturers in the transformation of the
look and feel of their products. BIDC remains a strategic partner
for us and manufacturers are benefiting from the synergies of our
collaborations.
When I peruse the pool of those who will be showcasing their
talent and products at BMEX 2018, it is very heartening to see
the number of new businesses which are joining BMEX for the
first time, it is rife with talented young people with fresh ideas and
a deeply enterprising outlook.
BMEX 2018 is indeed a celebration of our youth and through
the years the number of young people employing BMEX as a
launching pad to introduce Barbados to their talent and their
products has definitely been on the increase.
To sum it all up, BMEX 2018 is just one big celebration of
Barbadian spirit. As I observed the preparations, what was
evident was a passion for excellence and a hunger for success
in the exhibitors; those who have been there before and those
who are new. The energy is infectious, the buzz and excitement
exhilarating. Everyone is set to put on a show Barbadians will
enjoy. Watch as the curtain is raised on yet another exciting
BMEX exhibition.
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A member of

Working to build a stronger Nation
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BIDC PUSHING

ENTREPRENEURS’
HOME-GROWN
OFFERINGS AT

BMEX

W

e at The Barbados Investment and
Development Corporation (BIDC) are eager
to work with the Barbados Manufacturers’
Association (BMA) in staging BMEX 2018,
and bringing the “Bajan Fuh Real” theme
alive, by showing what Barbados has to

offer.
The corporation is committed to using the four-day exhibition
as a platform for pushing entrepreneurial development and the
home-grown offerings of local companies.
This event responds to our collective need to reflect on the
challenges of expanding Barbados’ reach into the global market
by selling more high-quality products. It also highlights our
commitment to cooperating with the BMA and other stakeholder
agencies in uncovering broad-based sector solutions intended
to put Barbados back on the growth path.
The BIDC has for several years been the agency at the forefront
of entrepreneurial and export development in Barbados. The
corporation has been executing programmes aimed at driving
innovation and offering start-ups the best chance of survival and

Sonja Trotman, Chief Executive Officer, BIDC

“Port of Bridgetown
Serving Our People”
Barbados Port Inc • University Row, Bridgetown, St. Michael, Barbados
www.barbadosport.com • Tel. 434-6100
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Fayola Agaja’s haircare
products were created
with women of colour
in mind. (FP)

BMEX is the biggest trade show on Barbados’ business
calendar attracting international attention. Even so, the challenge
of penetrating overseas markets remains a difficult undertaking
and hence is a focal point of our endeavours to increase export
earnings in the short to medium term.
For the third consecutive year therefore, the BIDC extended its
efforts internationally, facilitating an inward mission of buyers to
participate in BMEX 2018. It is anticipated that in visiting BMEX,
observing the new and existing products, the buyers will be

success.
The results to date have been encouraging. Over the last five
years, the BIDC assisted in the start-up of close to 100 new
enterprises. Hundreds more, already in existence, have benefitted
from financing, marketing and technical assistance that would
have put them on the road to success and sustainability.

The BIDC seeks every year to put
the spotlight on some of the best in
locally manufactured products and
services amidst the lively atmosphere
of entertainment, fashion shows,
food and beverage sampling, and
product giveaways that BMEX
offers. As part of that continuing
commitment therefore, the BIDC is
this year sponsoring the participation
of 11 companies in BMEX 2018:

• Spa Escentials
• Healthy Kinks
• Iyaaj
• Regal Organic Therapy
• Healing Power Of Touch
• NRG Consultants/
Island Fitness

• Pharma Wellness
• O’s Inc.
• Caribbean Institute Of
Nutrition and Dietetics
• Crumbz
• Veggie Choices

The time is right to harness and develop the potential to create
a viable entrepreneurial sector with global marketing appeal,
high-potential niches have been identified in the health and
wellness, creative industries, food and beverages, science and
technology based segments.
These companies were carefully selected based on our
consideration of the increasing incidences of Non-Communicable
Diseases (NCDs) and our recognition of the need to develop
goods and services that would support a healthier lifestyle.
In addition to full sponsorship of these 11 entrepreneurs, the
BIDC assisted eight other companies with a financial contribution
toward the cost of their BMEX 2018 booth space.

Entrepreneur Leandra Wilfred-Boyce, making her mark
with Healthy Kinks. (FP)
encouraged to place orders and push the Barbadian brands in
overseas markets.
Our commitment to sponsor company participation in the
exhibition and invite international buyers to see what Barbados
has to offer, is a significant investment not only of time but also
effort, as we want to ensure the availability of opportunities both
in the local and external markets for Barbadian companies.
This is in keeping with our thrust to grow local enterprises and
increase exports, and we look forward with great expectation to
the positive outcomes we would have witnessed in extending
similar efforts in the past.
We at the BIDC are always eager to participate in activities
such as this that will enhance the capacity of businesses to
respond to market opportunities. We sincerely thank the BMA
for partnering with us once again. We also commend the BMA
on its commitment to revitalising industry in Barbados through
this annual exhibition, as we recognise that a better future for
Barbados is tightly hinged on new product development and
new market penetration to propel the economy.
MANUFACTURERS’ DIGEST MAY 2018
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EXCITING

ENTERTAINMENT

PACKAGES
PLANNED

F

FOR PATRONS

ashion and entertainment have always been signature
features of BMEX and that is not about to change.
BMEX 2018 will deliver the fashion extravaganza
and sizzling catwalk patrons have grown to love.
Our Fashion Runway will be a touch of class as top
designers feature some of the best Barbados has to

offer.
But, this year will be extra special as the fashion shows at
BMEX 2018 merge creative fashion entrepreneurship with
entertainment, providing a platform that recognises the
importance of fashion as a statement of Barbadian identity.
New and up-and-coming fashion design talent and collections
of young designers are showcased, signature brands from our
noted designers throughout the years are acknowledged and the
contributions from our fashion-forward designers are celebrated.
According to producer of the show John Hunte: “This year’s
production is called Roadkill: the Ultimate in BMEX Fashion. In
each segment, we hope to create an atmosphere that arrests
the patron’s attention to celebrate Barbadian fashion. In doing so
we assemble and unite our public and private sector, designers,
models, media, creative entrepreneurs and the public to place our
rich Barbadian identity centre stage and to help secure the future
of fashion in Barbados. The shows feature on Sunday, May 20,
and Monday, May 21, 2018 in the BMEX Fashion Pavillion. The
will be two 60-minute shows at 5 p.m. and 8 p.m, on both nights.
The show’s producers, JDA Model and Talent Development
and Management (JDA), is an artistic, creative and cultural
business set up to train models for the runway and print, produce

JDA Model and Talent Development directors: from left
Adzil Stuart, Dawn-Lisa Smith and John Hunte PhD
fashion shows and cast talent. JDA’s mission is to celebrate
creativity that informs and inspires design in high fashion and
ready-to-wear street styling. It offers young deserving talent the
tools to excel in their chosen field of endeavour, catalysing the
foundations of an interlocking mutual beneficial group of selfsustaining fashion and design entrepreneurs.
“JDA seeks to acknowledge and recognise the importance
of fashion as a statement of our identity in the local and global
arenas. It is also hoped that collaborating fashion-forward
designers would have meaning and significance in this important
12
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Attendees at
this year’s BMEX
fashion shows can
expect an extra
special treat.

national moment. We hope to be an intersection of public and private
sector, designers, models, media, creative entrepreneurs and the
public, in an atmosphere that assembles and unites these sectors in
a single cause, the promotion of the future of fashion in Barbados.”
Hunte said.
JDA directors include: John Hunte PhD – creative arts consultant,
Dawn-Lisa Smith BFA musical theatre – creative entrepreneur, and
Adzil Stuart – aesthetician. They have been producing BMEX Fashion
shows since 2006.
Local entertainment is also a key feature of BMEX and this year
the spotlight will be on Start de Bacchanal. This is an initiative of
The Bajan Channel which is being produced for Crop Over; but will
be launched at BMEX. On Saturday, May 19 at 7 p.m. The purpose
of Start de Bacchanal is to prepare new and, or relatively unknown
artists for the National Cultural Foundation’s Soca competitions.
Speaking about the initiative one of the organisers, Keith Browne,
said: “Every year, hundreds of songs are released for Crop Over; the
new and lesser established artists struggle to get a fair share of radio
airplay, and consideration for the various national competitions. The
Bajan Channel has developed Start de Bacchanal to help these
artists raise their profiles by getting their music out to a wider audience
so enhancing their chances of getting into the mainstream of Crop Over.
“Start de Bacchanal is a developmental programme, and we enlist
volunteers who put on workshops for the artists in a variety of areas.
The workshops includes the use of the stage, dressing for the stage,
good diction for singing and public speaking and vocal training. We will
also partner with industry professionals such as song writers, makeup
artists and stage performers to inspire and equip these artists with
the tools needed to compete in the entertainment industry,” Browne
concluded.
So look out for the entertainment packages as we celebrate BMEX
2018, Bajan…Fuh Real.

Glacial. What doYOU use it for?

bdosagriculturalsociety@caribsurf.com
www.basonevoice.org

Created to make you feel better.
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BARBADOS MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION
BMEX 2018
DOWNSTAIRS

									
FURNITURE & DESIGN		
UPPER LOBBY
		
L28 Excel Marketing Services Inc.
W1 Wilhelmina Heart
L1 KRS Tropical Fish			
L29 Solar Dynamics Ltd.		
W2 Sister Sister Naturals
L2 Aries Technology Reserved)		
L30 Solar Dynamics Ltd.		
W3 Lasage’		
L3 Barbados Association for the Blind and the Deaf
L31 C O Williams Construction Limited
W4 I Create Concepts / Kulture Clothing
L4 Barbados Association for the Blind and the Deaf
L32 Trowel Plastics			
W5 Colour Punch Beauty
L5 A Y Creations			
L33 Talius
W6 Llifi Jewelz
L6 McBride Caribbean Ltd.			
L34 Talius
W7 A Y Creations
L7 McBride Caribbean Ltd.						
W8 NRG Griff Audio
L8 BIDC			
INNER FOYER
W9 NRG Griff Audio
L9 West India Coffee Co. t/a Italia Coffee House
E1 Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
W10		 A P Solutions Inc.						
E2 Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
W11		 E-Z Pave 		
LOWER LOBBY			
E3 Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
W12		 The Furniture Boutique Inc.						
E4 Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
W13		 Kasava Designs
L11 Barbados Community College		
E5 Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
W14		 Edenbrook Medical Supplies
L12 Barbados Community College		
E6 Caribbean Broadcasting Corporation
W15		
Cheryl Designs								
W16		 Hello Naturalle		
UPPER LOBBY			
FOOD & BEVERAGE			
W17		 Tsalach Natural Products
L13		 BIDC			
E7 Western Wholesale Inc.		
W18		 Joeluve Design Studio
L14		 Axcel Finance (BARBADOS) SRL
E8 Cooking Demonstration Area
W19		 SUS Kennels
L15		 LIAT (1974) Ltd			
E9 Rtic Melt Ice Cream
W20		 SUS Kennels
L16		 BIDC			
E10 Barbados 4H Foundation		
W21		 Kalene Designs
L17		 BIDC			
E11 Barbados 4H Foundation		
W22		 SpecTickled Eyewear
L18		 The Barbados Today / Capital Media HD
E12 Shalana’s Natural Wines		
W23		 Opastijar Nobl						
E13 R N R Delicacies
W24		 Ashlar Designs		
CONSTRUCTION			
E14 Quickie Dees				
				
L19		 The Barbados Light & Power Co. Ltd.
E15 Family Ties				
				
L20		 The Barbados Light & Power Co. Ltd.
E16 Family Ties				
				
L21		 Furniture Ltd.			
E17 Ari’s Sweet Treats 			
				
L23		 L & N Workshop Inc.			
E18 Carlesa’a Enterprises			
				
L24		 Innogen Technologies Inc.		
E19 Island Health Systems			
				
L25		 Innogen Technologies Inc.		
E20 WorldSkills Competition - Restaurant Service
				
L26		 Barbados Public Workers’ Co-Operative Credit Union Ltd. E21 WorldSkills Competition - Restaurant Service
				
L27		 Excel Marketing Services Inc.		
E22 WorldSkills Competition - Restaurant Service
									
E23 WorldSkills Competition - Restaurant Service
									
E24 Vedge-Out
E35 Barbados Agricultural Development & Marketing Corp
E46 Valencia Ltd.			
E25 Coconut Baby
E36 Barbados Agricultural Development & Marketing Corp
E47 Magnolia Chocolatier			
E26 Froot AD		
E37 Barbados Agricultural Development & Marketing Corp
E48 Cindom Delights			
E27 Barbados Agricultural Development & Mkt. Corp. E38 Barbados Agricultural Development & Marketing Corp
E49 Good Time Snacks Ltd.			
E28 Barbados Agricultural Development & Mkt. Corp. E39 Meadows in the Sun						
E29 Barbados Agricultural Development & Mkt. Corp. E40 West Indies Baking Supplies						
E30 WorldSkills Competition - Cooking
E41 Jem’s Chocolates			
CONSTRUCTION				
E31 WorldSkills Competition - Cooking
E42 Packaging Centre Ltd.			
E50 Equip4You				
E32 Pinnacle Feeds Ltd.
E43 Packaging Centre Ltd.			
E51 WorldSkills Competition - Graphic Design
										Technology				
E33 Roberts Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
E44 Packaging Centre Ltd.			
E52 WorldSkills Competition - Fashion Technology
E34 Roberts Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
E45 Packaging Centre Ltd.						
									
TABLE TOPS								
T1 Caribbean Label Craft								
T2									
T3 What’s Up Caribbean								
T4 M G Delights
14
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UPSTAIRS						
									
UF1				
UF17 FLOW			
UF33 Youth Equipped Achieve			
UF2 Personalise It
UF18 UWI Open Campus Barbados
UF34 WorldSkills Competition - Beauty Therapy		
UF3 Earth Mother Botanicals Ltd.
UF19 Trade Export Promotion Agency
UF35 WorldSkills Competition - Beauty Therapy		
UF4 Heritage Teas Barbados
UF20 Department of Energy		
UF36 WorldSkills Competition - Beauty Therapy		
UF5 Lash Express
UF21					
UF37 WorldSkills Competition - Beauty Therapy		
UF6 PSMT (Barbados) Inc. PriceSmart
UF22 General Distributors			
UF38 HSS Barbados				
UF7 Cargo Solutions
UF23 General Distributors			
UF39 Ministry of Public Works			
UF8 Cargo Solutions
UF24 Pinnacle Safety Solutions Ltd.
UF40 Massy Properties (Barbados) Ltd.			
UF9 Barbados Worker’s Union
UF25 Red Diamond Compost		
UF41 Massy Properties (Barbados) Ltd.			
UF10 ICBL		
UF26 Amerindian Handy Craft		
UF42 S-Thetix Media 				
UF11 ICBL		
UF27 Amerindian Handy Craft		
UF43 V.XI Beauty Lounge 				
UF12 C M I		
UF28 Marine Trading			
UF44 WorldSkills Competition - Hairdressing		
UF13 Cave Shepherd
UF29 Youth Equipped Achieve		
UF45 WorldSkills Competition - Hairdressing		
UF14 Suite Scents
UF30 Youth Equipped Achieve						
UF15 Advanced Computer Services Inc.
UF31 Lot Media						
UF16 FLOW
UF32 Lot Media 						
									
Sugar Mill Room: Media Resource Department - Primary and Secondary Schools Exhibits								
TABLE TOPS								
UT1 Bajan Balm
UT6 Miracle Balm						
UT2 Bajan Balm
UT7 Caribbean Development Institute						
UT3				
UT8 ProSecure Distributors						
UT4 Sandy’s Jewels								
UT5 ACE Agro Matrix								
16
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15

OUTSIDE				
Digicel (Barbados) Ltd.
L & N Workshop Inc.
L & N Workshop Inc.
Three Houses 4H Club
Milled Right Cane Juice
National Conservation Commission
National Conservation Commission
Seventh Advent School
Barbados Agricultural Development & Mkt. Corp.
Barbados Agricultural Development & Mkt. Corp.
Barbados Public Workers’ Co-Operative Credit Union Ltd.
WorldSkills Competition - Automobile Technology			
WorldSkills Competition - Car Painting Technology
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Jeoluve Design Studios –
A Bajan Fuh Real Brand

MEX is all about showcasing natural and refined
local talent and that’s what we find in Jeoluve Design
Studios. The passion, brain and talent behind this
brand is Jennice King, a Barbadian fashion designer
with a deep love for the arts.
“Whether it was in fashion, music, visual arts,
dance or whatever it was; creativity always had my attention,”
King said. She was destined to be an entrepreneur and as
the story goes: “In primary school was when it all started for
me. I enjoyed watching my grandmother, Oriel, make clothes
whenever she had the time, and with the scraps of cloth left over,
I would create beautiful Barbie doll garments and sell them for
between 50 cents to a dollar to the girls in my primary school.
I found myself becoming better and better at sewing and I was
falling in love with making clothes. I was also delighted with the
joy that it brought to my friends in school, when they fitted the
garments on their dolls.
“I followed my passion for dressmaking not realising the
interest that my family also had in my ambition, especially my
mother and my father. One night as I was making a doll’s garment
for a friend, my father asked me, if this type of work was what
I wanted for myself? Without hesitation I told him yes, but little
did I know that he was urging me to explore my educational
opportunities before following such a path.
“As the years passed and my ambitions grew and varied, I
made a decision to pursue a career that would make me good
money, make my parents proud and be seen in the Barbadian
society as a success. I spent half of my secondary school years
studying the subjects I needed to become a mortician and I was
very happy with the career path I had chosen. Again my father
was extremely pleased with my choice, but deep down inside I
felt like something was missing.

18
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“In my senior year things began to take a turn. I would often
find myself drawing unusual designs for women in my art classes
and visiting my neighbour Faye Sullivan, who is a seamstress,
to assist her in her projects. The love I thought I had lost came
back to me stronger than ever and at the age of 17, I made up
my mind to follow my dreams to become a designer and not turn
back.
“My parents supported my decision in wanting to enroll at
the Samuel Jackman Prescod Polytechnic to study Garment
Technology in 2012. It took a while for my father to accept that
I was an independent ambitious entrepreneur and there would
be risks involved, but I knew he was proud of his little girl going
after her dreams.
“The business started in 2013, under the brand ‘Lady Fox
Couture’. At that time I only designed and constructed women’s
wear. Business was doing well in its first year of production, but
in 2014 the business took a huge fall. In June of 2014, I was
given the opportunity to design the formal wear for the St Lucy
Parish Independence Committee’s male ambassador, for the
Spirit of the Nation Show. It was a huge risk that I undertook
took because I had never done men’s wear before; but the brand
needed the exposure and challenge that the project offered so I
took the job with full confidence and faith.
“The suit became a hit after the Spirit of the Nation Show. The
business received positive feedback from local fashion critics
and persons who attended the show. This new attention really
made me think about the brand’s name, demographic approach,
structure and aesthetics. In 2015, the brand was renamed
‘Jeoluve Design Studios’ which markets itself as a men’s wear
lifestyle brand with a mission to produce unique, luxury and
quality clothing and accessories to all customers.”
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Hello Naturalle

O

…Neem skin care line

ld Bajan wisdom says
necessity is the mother of
invention. That adage is
no less true for the driver
behind the products of
Hello Naturalle. According
to founder and owner Cherry-Ann Boyce,
it was her daughter’s experience with
eczema and her desperation to find Cherry-Ann Boyce
something to ease the discomfort and manage the condition,
which led her down the path to discovering a variety of indigenous
items and herbs, including Neem, with its miraculous capabilities.
“As a qualified medical technologist, I was determined to
help my daughter. I heard about the power and potency of Neem
which we have all around us here in Barbados. Neem is available
and its beneficial properties have been recognised in the Indian
tradition for thousands of years. Each part of the Neem tree is said
to have some medicinal property including; anti-bacterial; antiparasitic, anti-fungal, anti-inflammatory and analgesic properties
that not only benefits your health but can help with common
beauty problems that we face in our daily lives.
Therefore, all parts of neem can
be used in the preparation of many
different medicines, especially for
skin conditions. Neem is also rich in
Vitamin C helps with skin problems
like blackheads, pigmentation,
dullness as well as ageing, leaving
the skin with a youthful glow.
“With my background in
science, I was able to explore the possibilities and from that
was birthed the Neem Skin Therapy Line which is available in
soaps, lotions and butters developed predominantly with eczema
sufferers in mind.
The brand has definitely become well-known since its introduction
and we are already receiving excellent feedback from persons who
have used our products since for many, a natural, cost effective local
brand with proven delivered benefits, is definitely a preferred choice.
“Our range is wide and includes products with aloe vera,
oats and Neem, developed for active eczema sufferers whose
symptoms may range from itching to a burning sensation or
pain to red bumps that may ooze, drain, or crust to scaly, raw,
or thickened skin and inflammation. This product is very effective
and once the condition is brought under some measure of control,
we offer a maintenance Body Butter.
“There are times when skin sufferers
experience infections or eruptions and
the Neem Balm is fantastic for those
incidences. There is also a high demand
for the Olive Oil Soap and the lotions
are very popular. We produce Olive Oil
Butter and the Lemon Lotion and the
Lemon Soap are helpful as a treatment
for acne, as it kills bacteria and also
assist with the reduction of dark marks.
“Our Aloe Vera lotion is good for
protecting against sun burns and acts
as a boost revitalizer, since the rosehip oil used in this product,
assists in the process of fighting aging wrinkles.”
Neem….Bajan fuh Real
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Designs from
the Heart

Oscar de la Renta said
“Fashion is about dressing according to what’s
fashionable. Style is more about being yourself.”

I

n the fashion world there
appears to be a constant
battle between what is
fashionable, what is stylish
and what is appropriate
and fitting for an individual.
A key decision for any
individual is to recognize that
at the end of the day, you
shouldn’t dress for others but
what suits you best. Its about
self-expression and although
Khala Hurdle
it can be tricky what is most
important is how you feel and look when you make your exit, or
perhaps your entrance.
One company which has been helping Barbadians to make that
oh so important decision is Kalene Designs, a strong and creative
firm which is Bajan…Fuh Real
According to Khala Hurdle, “We provide quality garments for
ladies and gentlemen alike. This brand has been outfitting clients
from February 2012 with ready to wear garments; formal attire and
custom-tailored ensembles. We at Kalene Designs are committed
to producing styles for all unique figures. Kalene means flower and
we believe that every client is as individual and uniquely beautiful
as the many varieties of flora. If you are looking for quality garments
with powerful meanings, again we say, “Welcome.” We believe
that fashion is more than surface cover and each line we produce
is uniquely inspired.”
With a long line of artists and crafts men in her family tree,
Khala was destined to fall in love with the arts from an early age.
Encouraged to always challenge herself, she grasped the reigns
of creativity and explored many mediums of art and design.
Sculpting, leather craft and textile design were just a few of her
outlets. Khala has displayed prowess in art and design at an
educational and national level in Barbados, having received grade
one’s in Art and design with distinction at both C.X.C. and C.A.P.E.
level, gaining an award for Ingenuity in art and accumulating
numerous bronze silver and gold medals at NIFCA. Over the last
six years Khala has immersed herself in her love of Fashion Design
and started the successful brand, Kalene Designs. This brand has
gained much public interest in Barbados and has been featured
on local television in Living the Dream by Y.E.S., and the MidMorning Mix on C.B.C. Khala is driven to produce designs with
strong emotional influences. She dedicated her first line “Resilient
Beauty” to her mother, a breast cancer survivor, and also as a
tribute to all who would have been affected somehow by cancer.
Her new line “Deeper than Threads” is heavily inspired by West
African Culture and is a tribute to the African diaspora around the
world.
“At Kalene Designs we love mixing culture and emotion to
create wearable and unique products. This year, for BMEX we are
launching a new line of original textiles and accessory products.
From watches to scarves and material by the length, we will have
products to complement your wardrobe and inspire your creativity.
Ms. Hurdle concluded.

Farming is our life!
We know what it takes to produce good
quality meat. It takes healthy livestock,
good feed and a lot of hard work. If you
want delicious tender meat...

Stephenson Cumberbatch
Pig Farmer

Pinnacle Feeds is proud to partner with Bajan Farmers
to produce quality local meat

A member of the Roberts family of companies.

Look out for them at BMEX 2018; Bajan….Fuh Real!
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Healthy, convenient

Veggie Choices

W

hat started as a series of experiments by
Deborah Joseph, fueled by a passion to
make healthy eating a daily habit at her family
dinner table has turned out to be Barbados’
newest effort in genuine premier health foods;
especially among house wives, with a vision
of “shaping a new generation for better health”.
This journey began some seven years ago, mainly to satisfy the
immediate health needs of her family. No sooner than the unofficial
samplers would have savoured a variety of her experiment, she
was challenged to make her new experiments available to other
families.
Today ‘Veggie Choices’ is on its path to becoming a household
name and is a must for a range of Barbadian households which
desire an alternative source of protein. It is also gaining popularity
with a section of the population that welcomes that occasional
change from the usual repertoire of animal products.
Ms Joseph said: “To date, our three exotic flavours have found
themselves on a number of the major supermarket shelves, delis
and restaurants across the island and have the potential to make
a greater impact on the local market. We also have a vision to
capture the taste-buds of regional and international markets.
“Our products have tremendous potential,” Ms Joseph
continued. “There is a rapidly growing number of Barbadians
and people in general, who are becoming more and more health
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conscious for a million different reasons
and are turning to a healthy lifestyle,
especially as we witness the prevalence of
different diseases on a whole.
“At presently we manufacture three
flavours of veggie burger, beet, lentil
and chick pea. Our products carry no
preservatives or additives and are glutenfree, which make them attractive to those
who wish to restrict their gluten intake. Deborah Joseph
But we are not done yet; to complement
our growing selection of products in the coming months we will
launch a variety of packaged cooked frozen peas, veggie cheese
as well as black mushkah, a hot beverage, designed specially as
an alternative to coffee.”
“Recent studies have shown that there is tremendous nutritional
value in peas, bean, nuts and other grains and they are also high in
protein content. There is also supporting evidence that shows that
meat products are a major cause of lifestyle diseases. We have
opted to respond to the call for an alternative protein source which
is not only healthy but can be time consuming in preparation.
“We realised that many would opt to use more of these types
of products except for the fact that there can be a long and
tedious preparation process. We have responded by producing
and packaging a variety of frozen cooked peas; which unlike
canning does not utilise any additives and or preservatives while
maintaining a substantial shelf life. We are in the process of final
testing and package design.”
Their veggie burgers can be found in supermarkets,
restaurants and delis across the island. Stop by the Food Pavilion
for an opportunity to experience these products at BMEX 2018 –
Bajan.. Fuh Real.

Essie’s Sunflower Cheesy Spread –

T

Bajan...Fuh Real!

he Caribbean Institute of
Nutrition and Dietetics (CIND)
founded by Esther Selman is a
nutrition and wellness business
established to meet the nutrition
and health needs of its clients.
There are two features patrons to BMEX
2018 will get to experience at the CIND;
Essie’s Sunflower Cheese Spread and the
Institute’s A La Carte Nutrition Services’
Menu.
But where did it all begin – out of necessity and almost
desperation developed a business and product line that is
poised to touch the world. Esther first started making cheese
when her daughter who is a cheese lover, was diagnosed with a
rare skin condition. Unaware of what caused the skin condition,
Esther decided to put her on a healthier lifestyle and created an
alternative for cheese. Her daughter, along with the rest of the
family, substituted Essie’s for dairy cheese more and more in
their diets. Esther saw a difference in her daughter’s skin after
medication and using cheesy spread and she was encouraged
by her family to begin making her cheesy spread for the public.
Esther took their advice and therefore, Essie’s Sunflower Cheesy
Spread was produced.

Food and Drug Administration and therefore
is a healthy alternative for those with gall
bladder disease; and those with gluten or nut
allergies can eat without worry. Most of all it
is cost effective.
Essie’s Sunflower Cheesy Spread contains
healthy attractive features that are beneficial
for persons with chronic non-communicable
diseases like obesity, cardiovascular
disease (heart attacks and stroke),
hypertension, diabetes and some cancers.
However, Essie’s Sunflower Cheesy Spread is a heart healthy
alternative to cheese made from all plant sources. It can be used
in a variety of ways: as a dip with tortilla chips, with vegetable
crudités, in macaroni pie or lasagna, in wraps as a tartar sauce
or on fish or in the production of cheese sandwiches.
They will also be promoting their A La Carte Nutrition Services’
Menu which is designed specifically to enhance your total wellbeing and helps you make healthier food choices that are tasty
and good for the entire family. These programmes will help guide
you throughout your lifestyle journey and help you to control
nutrition-related diseases and create better habits.
Essie’s Sunflower Cheesy Spread is retailed in original flavour
or gluten free which is allergen friendly.

Look out for The Caribbean Institute of Nutrition
and Dietetics at BMEX 2018, Booth E37.

Essie’s Sunflower Cheesy Spread is a heart healthy cheesy
spread made from plant sources. This product is novel when
compared to other plant spreads because the formulation is an
exceptional blend of ingredients with your taste buds and health
in mind!
As a substitute for cheese it is suitable for diabetics and those
affected by cholesterol issues. It comes from a plant source and
soluble fibre that has proven scientifically to reduce cholesterol
and control blood glucose. As a low glycemic food it helps in
reducing high blood glucose that is highly associated with Type
2 diabetes; and because of its low sodium content (contains
80 mg of sodium per serving) it is also adequate for those with
hypertensive issues.
It is a heart healthy product rich in Omega 3 and is an
attractive alternative for vegans as it is contains B12. Those who
are lactose intolerant can have a new favorite as well as those
migraine sufferers. It has met the approved definition for fat free
which is “less than 0.5 grams of fat per serving” according to the
MANUFACTURERS’ DIGEST MAY 2018
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Pharma Wellness International

new Digital IT Platform the next step in health management

arbadians are increasingly concerned with improving
their overall health and wellness, and one company
which is well able to assist in your health goals and
lifestyle changes is Pharma Wellness International;
a life-changing part of BMEX 2018.
According to Lennox Prescod, chief executive
officer: “Pharma Wellness has seen significant results with its
Workplace Wellness and Family Wellness programmes over
the last two years. In the process, we have learnt many lessons
as it relates to getting persons interested in developing healthy
lifestyles over a sustained period of time.
“It is not easy, but we have recognised this reality and are
developing programmes that are designed to help our members
continue their journey along the road to sustained good health, in
order to reduce and control the incidences of non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) and other health conditions. We want our
members to enjoy the fruits of their labours and live to enjoy life.
“The Pharma Wellness International (PWII) “Workplace
Wellness Program” encourages members to better understand
their health status and take responsibility for the management
of their health by eating healthily, exercising and developing a
healthy lifestyle. It is also designed to help them prevent and/
or control chronic NCDs such as hypertension, diabetes, high
cholesterol and obesity by adopting lifestyle changes that lead to
improved health outcomes.
PWII recently launched its new Digital IT Platform on April
23rd at the Barbados Diabetes Foundation. According to Mr
Prescod: “This platform will allow members to receive and store
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their biometric data and other relevant
information on their smart phones instead
of in their booklets. Funding for this Digital
Platform was provided by the Barbados
Investment Development Corporation
(BIDC). It was developed by the Inventory
Management Group.
“One of the features of the platform is
the
dashboard that allows members to
Lennox Prescod
store and retrieve vital information about
their health from their smart phones. The information includes
their biometric values, dates for visits and reminders about other
tests they may need to get. The information on the dashboard
may be used on visits to their healthcare professionals and in
cases of emergency when access to vital health information is
needed.”
Pharma Wellness team members will key biometric data
directly into computers where the data will be analysed and
shown on smart phones. Members will also have access to
Pharma Wellness’s Facebook page and website.
The new Digital Platform will allow PWII to offer its wellness
programmes to countries other than Barbados.
Pharma Wellness currently has about 1 500 members in its
Workplace Wellness programme in about 40 companies. Most of
these companies have seen their healthcare premiums stabilised
by their insurance companies.
The results speak for themselves; drop by and visit Pharma
Wellness team to learn more

Barbados #1 in the World in
Solar Water Heater Thermal Performance, thanks to

A

Solar Dynamics Limited

fter a brief hiatus Solar Dynamics is back at
BMEX 2018. The pioneer in solar water heating
locally, patrons can again expect to experience
the expertise of the Solar Dynamics Team and be
exposed to the latest technology in the industry.
BMEX is all about celebrating local manufacturing
and Solar Dynamics definitely has a lot to shout about. According
to the International Energy Agency (IEA), the world authority on
energy, Barbados is number one in the world in Temperature
Performance of solar water heaters per 1 000 population.
The IEA’s report Solar Heat Worldwide 2017, documented the
solar thermal capacity installed in important markets worldwide,
the contribution of solar thermal systems to the supply of energy
and the CO2 emissions avoided as a result of operating these
systems. Sixty-six countries, representing 4.7 billion people,
were included in the report and Barbados, with 489 kWth per
1 000 inhabitants leads the list. Others included in the top ten
were Austria, Cyprus Israel, Greece, the Palestinian territories,
Australia, China, Turkey and Germany.
For more than 40 years, Solar Dynamics has championed the
temperature performance of solar water heaters and was willing
to put its reputation on the line with its Performance Temperature
Guarantee.

James Husbands
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According to James Husbands: “This guarantee, the first of
its kind in the world, protects the client’s investment against
product failure and each Solar Dynamics Hot Water System sold
comes with a stated guaranteed temperature. The guarantee
has also been cited in publications as important to the industry’s
development.
“For example, in the Perlack report of Oakridge National
Laboratories of the United States of America, it was noted
that performance warranties and specified temperatures are
considered crucial factors to the development of confidence in
the solar water heating industry in Barbados.”
Husbands continued: “Solar Dynamics continues to be at
the forefront of innovation in its industry. The weather systems
experienced in the region and beyond in 2017, raised our
consciousness about the need to have more robust components
in the construction sector.
“Roofing and associated components such as solar water
heaters and solar electricity panels are obviously vulnerable
to high winds. It is therefore incumbent on suppliers of these
components to re-think their technologies and materials to
provide components and systems which are engineered to be
more robust than hitherto used.”
Solar Dynamics has introduced new technologies in its “Storm
Secure” range of solar water heater components.
The Solar Dynamics Collector is now made of aluminium
extrusions; an upgrade in strength and durability from the
aluminium sheet of earlier collectors.
The base of the extrusion carries a channel in which the
collector legs are secured. These legs are fitted with stainless
steel screws including gaskets to prevent leakage.
This is but a taste of the exposure patrons can expect in
BMEX 2018. Solar Dynamics has upgraded its technologies
and components to a higher level than any other product on the
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Solar Dynamics’ latest innovations have won
it international acclaim.

market. The company has had a string of innovations including
its use of tempered glass for more than 35 years, fintube heat
exchanger techniques, polyurethane insulation for maximum
heat retention and extruded aluminium stands for maximum tank
support.
Solar Dynamics’ most recent innovations have won
international acclaim with USA Today awarding Solar Dynamics
the Caribbean Gamechanger Award 2018. This award follows
the British publication BUILD UK readers award Best Solar Water
Heater Caribbean 2018.
The company’s product is now being distributed in its home
markets, Barbados and Saint Lucia as well as Dominica, Antigua,
Montserrat, British Virgin Islands, St Marteen, St Kitts, Nevis,
Belize, Guyana, and Suriname, Grenada and Turks and Caicos.
In Barbados, around the region, and around the world, Solar
Dynamics has been a Barbados success story and BMEX 2018
is elated to welcome them back.

T

BL&P –
POWERING BMEX 2018

he Barbados Light & Power Company is pleased
to be a participant in The Barbados Manufacturers
Exhibition (BMEX) 2018.
According to Manager Communications and
Government Relations, Jackie Marshall-Clarke, “We
are looking forward to engaging with customers
and the public on two very important aspects of our business.
Those are safety and renewable energy. Safety is of the utmost
importance to us at Light & Power, we strive to live and work injury
free every day. That means, attention to safety is critical across
the entire organisation. We aim to create a safe environment for
our employees and then by extension, we encourage customers
and public to be focused on their safety as well.”
At BMEX, employees will share information on everyday
practices that create unsafe situations and will demonstrate how
the company manages the challenges. An example will be trees
and the risks associated with branches on lines and contact
when climbing or picking fruit.
“In addition to safety, Light & Power has a 100/100 vision. It
is an aspirational goal of transitioning to 100% renewable energy
(RE) over the next 25 to 30 years along with 100% electrification
of the economy, initially focusing on the transportation and
tourism sectors. During the BMEX weekend, we will share our
business strategy and talk about clean energy transformation

and grid modernisation. The Company’s
ultimate aim is to stabilize energy costs
for customers, stem the flow of foreign
exchange for fuel imports and create a
‘win-win-win’ future for customers, the
country and the company.”
Over the years, The Barbados Light &
Power Company has built up a reputation
for being a well-run utility, with wise Jackie MarshallClarke.
forward planning ensuring that there will
be enough capacity to meet anticipated consumer demand.
Continuous improvement in quality control and monitoring
systems ensures that power outages are few and far between.
The Company has consistently achieved a performance level in
which less than half of one percent of consumers’ demand for
electricity was not met due to unplanned power outages. This
performance may be attributed to thorough planning, investment
in reliable plant, improvement in work methods over the years,
and careful cost controls.
Much thought and care go into deciding what equipment will
be needed to replace plant being retired and to meet anticipated
growth in consumer demand. The Company is also actively
keeping track of research into non-fossil-fuel sources of energy
such as wind, solar, bagasse and waste-to-energy technologies.

Light & Power looks forward to welcoming visitors to BMEX to the booth at L19 and L20.
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Energy Saving Tips

Kitchen
Fluorescent lighting gives more light output than an
incandescent bulb of the same wattage. You can replace
a 100W incandescent bulb by a 40W fluorescent tube
and get the same amount of light.
Avoid opening the oven unnecessarily
Small appliances are small energy users
Use a toaster rather than the oven for making toast
Use cooking utensils with tight fitting lids
Cooking one pot meals saves energy
Fit the pan to the right size burner
Turn heat down after liquid has come to the boil
Cook vegetables in just enough water to cover them.
Don’t overcook them. Whenever possible, use a 		
vegetable steamer.
Check that refrigerator gasket is sealing tightly
Take all that you need out of the refrigerator at one time
when preparing meals
Avoid heavy frost build up. Defrost regularly
Cover all foods to be put in the refrigerator
Don’t overcrowd your refrigerator
A dripping tap can send a tank of water down the drain
each week
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Laundry
Full machine loads save water, detergent and energy.
Don’t overload
Set water control level to the size of the load
Let the sun dry clothes. Save the dryer for a rainy day
Keep the lint traps clean. Empty after every load
Fix dripping taps promptly
Do as much of your ironing as possible in one session.
Always turn off the iron during interruptions
Living Room
Don’t use your TV set as a radio.
Turn off the TV when no one is watching. Radios, CDs,
and cassette players should not play to an empty room.
Dimmer switches vary lighting levels and provide energy
savings.
Turn off lights and other equipment when not in use
Outdoor
Get the most out of your security lighting by trimming
foliage which obstructs light.
Reduce car use by running several errands at one time,
car-pooling, walking or riding a bicycle.
Consider replacing incandescent bulbs with more efficient
fluorescent or high pressure sodium lights.
Have your car tuned at least every six months.
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